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Abstract

We have developed a coding region prediction system. It is constructed from several measures

that indicate exonness of a region in DNA sequence. The system includes a new statistical measure

called secondary hexamer measure which we have developed. In addition to the measure, several

measures are combined by two-dimensional linear discriminant analysis (2D-LDA). Then the sys-

tem outputs a best gene model, that is a model with the best score accumulated by phase-speci�c

dynamic programming. Our test of this program on 568 vertebrate complete gene sequences had

61% accuracy at exon level for exact match and 95% accuracy at nucleotide level. The average

correlation coe�cient (CC) between prediction and actual structure was 0.80.

1 Introduction

Human Genome Project facilitates production of huge amount of DNA sequence data. One of the

main aims of the Human Genome Project is to make a catalog of genes, with their locations, products,

functions, etc. The primary computational analysis for the newly determined sequences are database

search technique such as BLAST and coding region prediction. Since not all DNA sequences are stored

in databases, the prediction of protein coding regions based on statistical information is important,

and have been developed in this decade. Though there are several coding region prediction systems,

their correlation coe�cients (CC) between prediction with the actual gene structure range from 0.65

to 0.88 for vertebrate DNA sequences[1]. This result indicates that these systems are still far from

complete level, in which case CC equals to 1. To develop a more accurate gene identi�cation system,

many new techniques are required. Here, we describe a coding region prediction system constructed

with a new measure. We also show the performance of the system.

2 Data and Methods

We have retrieved complete and partial human gene sequences from GenBank (Release 83, June

1994). It is required that the label of `Homo sapiens' on the item `ORGANISM'. Some data including

contradiction are deleted. Furthermore, pseudo genes, genes with alternative splicing, entries with



fusion nucleotides, are discarded. Of the remaining 353 data, we took two-thirds(235 entries, including

82 complete genes) as training data set.

Given a DNA sequence, the system �rst suppose possible exon candidates (�rst, internal, last exons)

and calculates several exon measures, and make a score combining the measures by 2D-LDA. The

measures are calculated by weight matrices, neural networks, in-frame hexamer, secondary hexamer,

local complexity, and fourier coe�cient. The secondary hexamer measure is de�ned the same way

as traditional primary hexamer measure, except for its learning data. Special exons whose score

are remarkably high by the traditional hexamer measure are deleted beforehand from the learning

data. Therefore, the new measure learns the exons that are rarely appear in coding region. Finally

the system construct a gene model with the best accumulated score using phase-speci�c dynamic

programming.

3 Results and Discussion

Hexamer measure is the most widely used in coding region prediction systems. However it has a

drawback that low GC content coding regions are di�cult to detect[1, 2, 3, 4]. The secondary hexamer

measure mainly reects the statistical patterns of low GC content. It is studied that the discrimination

power of fourier measure is less dependent of GC content[2]. To detect low GC content coding region,

we have introduced secondary hexamer measure and used known fourier measure.

The performance of the system on 568 vertebrate complete gene sequences had 61% accuracy at

exon level for exact match and 95% accuracy at nucleotide level. The average correlation coe�cient

(CC) between prediction and actual structure was 0.80. This result of CC is better than GRAIL(v1.3b,

CC=0.79), GeneFinder or FGENEH (CC= 77) on this test. The other systems using homology search

result, however, perform better than our system. The CC for Genie is presumed to be approximately

0.91, and 0.88 for GeneID+, and 0.85 for GeneParser3. This indicate the total analysis including both

statistical approach and case based approach (homology search) is so e�ective that we should adopt

homology search result and then evaluate the total performance in the future.
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